We prepare young people with skills for life

Parents and Friends Evening
Friday 1st July 2022
7:00 pm
Leaders Reports and Annual Statement of Accounts 2021/22
Trustees Reports Available to download from our website: www.82ndscouts.org.uk

82nd Bristol Scout Group Vision Statement
To be a valued community Scout Group where young people are empowered to shape
their Scouting experience and to have a Scout Group that every member is proud to be a
part of.

"We cannot always build the future for our youth, but we can
build our youth for the future"
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Chairmans Report
As we reflect on our last financial year (which runs from April 2021 to March 2022), it is good to be able to say that
Scouting at the 82nd Bristol Scout Group as finally returned to some form of normality.
Like everyone the last 2 years have had its challenges not only to our personal and working lives but in our
volunteering work as well.
All organisations have been faces with having to change and adapt to the issues of the
pandemic, but for many there is now a light at the end of tunnel that continues to shine
bright as we plan and proceed into a new and challenging year.
On reflection, due to the endless dedication of our uniform leadership team in all our
sections and led by Jemma, our GSL, and further supported by our Explorer Scout
Young Leaders our Scout Group has continued to thrive and grow.
We can happily report our numbers are now almost back to the same level as they
were pre-pandemic. Our waiting list continues to grow which is encouraging to know
that Scouting is still relevant in our community even if the names on the list are not even of scout age at present.
A special mention goes to those scouts who have moved on during the last year and we wish them and their families
our best wishes for the future, some of which have siblings still in the group so we will not lose complete contact
with them.
We are currently planning our annual Parents, Carers and Friends evening for July and it will be great to get parents
and carers gathered back in our Scout HQ after a two-year absence, who for some new members may have yet to
have seen the inside of our headquarters.
The success of our Scout Group is very much a team affair, and I would be remis not to mention those, who without
their continuous support, the scout group could not be in the position it is today.
Uniform Leadership Team – as already mentioned you begin to run out accolades to use to describe the excellent
work that is undertaken by all our uniform Leaders within our Scout Group. They have truly encompassed the
Scout Association vision of “preparing more young people with skills for life, growing more inclusive, shaped by
young people and making a bigger impact in our communities”.
Executive Committee Members – To the dedicated Parents and Friends who sit on our board of trustees , again,
my grateful thanks, for all you hard work and help ensuring the leadership team
know they have your full support in all their endeavours. A special shout out to Phil
Hennessey, our group Treasurer for the hours of work you put in keeping us
compliant and more importantly in the black.
Collectively, we have put together a support package for all our young members
that will ensure all extra activities, camps and trips can be subsidised or at least the
next 2 years to ensure as many of our members as possible can sign up.
We are currently looking to recruit a couple of parents to our executive committee
and if you think you could spare of couple of hours every couple of months to attend out Trustees meeting,
please contact me or a member of the leadership team for more details.
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Parents, Guardians and Carers -My grateful thanks for all your support over the last couple of years in helping us
to keep scouting alive in your living rooms during the weekly Zoom sessions. Your continued support financially in
maintaining paying of subscriptions as ensured that our premises and utilities have been maintained. Finally, your
continued support especially the grateful comments you put up on our Facebook page is a constant reminder of
why we do the work we do with our young members.
As we plan for our next financial year with trips to Founders Day Parade, section sleepovers, trip to Brean Down,
our weekend Summer Camp plus all the individual section activities, I know 2022/23 is going to be an exceptional
year in scouting especially at the 82nd Scout Group.
I look forward to speaking to you all at our parents and friends evening planned for Friday 1 st July, when we can
share with you all the success of not just the Scout Group but all our members achievements whether it’s in the
form of badges, merit, recognition or just being part of our scouting family.

Steve Williams

Scout Group Chairman

GSL Report
This year marks my 4th year in my role as Group Scout Leader and I am so pleased to be able to “report” on
something that feels like ‘normal’ Scouting!
Over the past year and certainly more so these past few months things have moved to the more “normal” Scouting
that we are used to. I remain positive that the challenges of this past few years are behind us and we can look to
make 2023 our most action packed year yet!
This year has seen all sections earning a range of badges and carrying out all sorts of activities. From gardening to
athletics, police visits to trips to the Fire station not to mention cooking, games and hikes the Leadership Team
have packed it all in. The varied and action-packed programme is thanks to an AMAZING team of Leaders who I
have the pleasure of working alongside. What they do really does go ABOVE and BEYOND their volunteer roles with
them spending HOURS and HOURS setting up, planning and delivering such a high- quality programme which has
led to the group remaining so popular and spaces in such high demand.
The suspension of face-to-face Scouting bought about some huge challenges for the Scout Association and as a
group we had to quickly adapt to a new way of delivering Scouting which took us all out of comfort zones.
Returning to face-to-face Scouting was equally challenging with new rules, procedures and risk assessments all
being in place before we could resume sessions. We know it hasn’t been easy to keep up with the ever-changing
rules and procedures and we appreciate you all for sticking with us and following each set of procedures as they
have been announced to keep everyone safe and allow us to get back to doing what we love – Scouting. The
Leadership Team have worked extremely hard to delivery Scouting in any way that was possible over the past year
and for that I could not be more grateful.
Over the past year we have seen over 800 badges earnt across the 3 sections which is a record! Since April with an
ease on restrictions we really feel like we are returning to the Scouting we are used to delivering! We have seen so
many successes this year, many of which are being celebrated during on Annual Parents and Friends evening, but I
wanted to take this opportunity to highlight a few:
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Firstly, we have gained 2 new members to our Leadership Team – Luke who has joined Scouts as a Section
Assistant, and Darcey our newest young Leader. You have made our little Scout family even stronger, so thank you.
We are also delighted to announce that our Scout Leader family has grown even more…. After seeing myself and
Sam welcome our baby girls into the Scouting family in 2020, followed by Billy’s baby boy in 2021 we have now
welcomed Sam’s second beautiful baby girl into the family. This takes our Leadership team numbers to 11 Leaders,
3 Young Leaders and 4 82nd babies!
This year we have been able to resume some normal Scouting activities which has been great. All 3 sections held
their own 1-night camps which they celebrate in their own section reports. During these camps 3 of our Leaders
Debbie, Sam and Jess all earnt Nights Away permits which was great! To be awarded these permits takes so much
additional time and hard work and I am so thankful for them to working so hard. More leaders with permits for
Nights Away can only mean one thing – more camps!
As a group we also held two
activity camps earlier in the
year at Brockmead Campsite –
one for the Beavers and one
for the Cubs and Scouts. It was
amazing to return to the home
of our annual camp and it was
great to show the campsite to
all our new members. These
camps were just a snapshot of
a “Day in the life of Summer Camp” and we cannot wait to host our first summer camp in 3 years in just a few
weeks.
“Normal” service being resumed also saw the return of our District St George’s Day Parade and service. We were so
incredibly proud of everyone who turned up and represented the group – you were a credit to us. We hope next
year to have an even better turn out for a pinnacle celebration within the Scouting calendar.
Most recently all Sections attending a Brean Day trip which
including walking to Brean Down and an afternoon of beach
games. It was amazing to hold a large-scale event again
with over 45 members attending. We were also blessed
with glorious weather (which doesn’t give me much hope
for being lucky twice when it comes to summer camp, keep
your fingers crossed!)
Looking to September we
already have an actionpacked year in store for
next year with more
camps and more activities
to make 2023 the best
year yet!
The success of the Scout Group this year has been thanks to the combined dedication and help of many people and
therefore I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank several people. A big thank you goes to all of our
Leadership Team (Debbie, Clare, Tracey, Luke, Sean, Angela, Billy, Jess, Sam, Millie , Dylan, Niamh and Darcey.) You
all go above and beyond your role descriptions, so thank you. You really are the reason for our success and without
each of you our group would not be what it is today. I am so lucky to be your Group Scout Leader and it really is
such a privileged to work with such a dedicated and incredible team. We are SO lucky to have you all.
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Another big thank you goes to Steve (our chairman) for everything he does, which really is far, far, more than the
role of a chairman. Thank you for being the glue that holds the group together and the HOURS and HOURS of work
you do in the background that may go unseen but NEVER unappreciated.
For everyone’s continuous support, dedication and help whether it be as a Leader, Young Leader, Committee
Member, Parent or Guardian I would like to thank you all for everything that you have done to make the Scout
Troop and the 82nd such a success this year. Your help, no matter how small is ALWAYS greatly appreciated! I really
do believe (and yes, I am biased) that our Group is the best – we really are one big family and that is why it is so
easy to put in all the work and hours we do.
‘The heart of a volunteer is not measured in size but by the depth of the commitment to make a difference in the
lives of others. We might make a living by what we do but we make a life by what we give. Volunteers are not
unpaid because they are worthless but because they are priceless.”

Jemma Brown
Scout Group Leader

If you feel you could support our Scout Group by volunteering to help at
any of our Scout sections or on our committee then please approach a
member of either the Leadership or Management Team for more details.

Treasurer’s Report
Please see below our annual accounts for 2019/20 which I trust you will find of interest.
Due to current restrictions are accounts are awaiting final scrutinizing by our independent examiner but have been
approved and minuted at the Trustees meeting held on Tuesday 28th April 2020.
Should you have a question regarding our annual accounts then please do not hesitate to contact me (my email
address is on the Scout website) and will be happy to address any questions or concerns.

Philip Hennessey

Scout Group Treasurer
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82nd Bristol (St. Bernadette)
Scout Group
Receipts and Payments
Accounts
For the Period from 6th April 2021 to 5th
April 2022.
£
150.00
997.05
25,120.76
20,000.00
0.00
46,267.81

Cash funds last year end
Scout Sections Float
Lloyds TSB Current
Lloyds TSB Savings
Lloyds Higher Interest Account
Cash
TOTAL
Membership Subscriptions
Subscriptions from members
Subscriptions paid on to District
Refund from Scout District
Total of Subscriptions retained
Code

Receipts

S10

Subscriptions retained
Camps
BCC Business Rate Grants
Bag Packing
Hire of H/Q
Gift Aid
Uniforms/Leisurewear/Badges
Grants
Activities
Training
Donations
Stationary
Social Events
Section's Float
Tuck Shop
Bank Interest
Misc. Income

S11
F10
H10
F11
U10
F14
S12
A12
F12
A10
F13
R10
B10

Gross Income

£
6,723.00
2,868.00
192.50
4,047.50
Total Fund Last Year
£
£
4,047.50
7,171.50
929.00
5,107.20
10,667.00 20,717.36
420.00
145.00
2,002.56
5,532.56
1,154.85
771.70
1,480.50
28.00
932.13
47.01
150.00
63.73
7.11
3.20

£

Cash funds last year end
Net of receipts (payments)

Code
I20
S22
S21
U20
U21
M22
M23
M24
M25
F23
M20
H21
H20
S22
A20
E20
R20
A22
M21
F22

21,850.47
46,267.81
10,122.50

R21
A23

Total Fund
£
662.54
3,358.87
289.46
1,954.18
960.55
400.86
311.31
153.46
581.45

Payments
Insurance’s
Activities
Camps
Uniform’s/Leisurewear
Badges
Gas
Electric
Water / Sewage Rates
Telephone/Internet/ Zoom
Social Events
Maintenance of HQ
Minibus/ Coaches Hire
Hire of HQ Refunds
Stationary
Equipment
Tuck Shop
Training
Cleaning/Consumables
Donations
Prizes
Food/Drink
Leaders Expenses
Bank Charges

593.94

83.85
555.68
30.00
30.00
78.00
46.35
32.00

Last Year
£
633.45
2,618.86
5,243.30
877.40
577.20
255.09
214.19
103.09
614.95
8,392.59
50.00
22.30
1,146.48
136.80
154.37
32.00

B20

Cash funds this year end

£

57,995.78

Cash Funds
Section's Float
Lloyds Current Account
Lloyds Savings Account
Lloyds Higher Interest Account
Petty Cash

Total Payments

0.00
611.29
37,324.16
20,060.33
0.00

£

£

10,122.50

57,995.78

Presented at the AGM
held 1st July 2022

Approved at Trustees meeting
held 3rd May 2022

A copy of the Trustees Report together with the
Independent Examiners Report is available on request
April 2022
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Beaver Report
We have a steady number of 19 currently on the register and this has been the case throughout most of this year,
at one point we were as high as 24, but some of that group are now in cubs with some due to follow on shortly.
We have a number on the waiting list who will be offered places for a September start with 2 moving up to Cubs
Camps
We have held 2 sleepovers since September 2021. The first was held at Brockmead in
November. This event saw the young people take part in Grass sledging, Orienteering,
den building and tunnelling. We also made coconut ice and toasted marshmallows. The
children, as always were amazing and did so well sleeping away from home, many of them
for the first time. Whilst on this camp we worked on the Castaway blanket badge and used
the ideas to draw up for the badge the camp programme.
The second Camp was held in April, where Debbie completed
her night’s away license. This sleepover was themed around
St Georges Day, again using the Pawprints activities for the
badge to design the weekend programme. We made shields,
swords and Knights Helmets causing plenty of sticky, glittery mess as well as learning
about St George and other aspect of life in England.
Further mess was created by making some scones, which were a welcome afternoon
treat. We had marshmallows around the fire pit and finished the day with a film. Again,
the young people did really well, with a number of children sleeping over for the first time
Badges and Awards
Approximately 180 Badges have been achieved and awarded since the beginning of September 2021, with our
young people working on some of them at home as well as the elements which are covered during our Monday
sessions and sleepovers/camps.
We have carried out a lot of work on the challenges this year, which has resulted in
two Beavers being awarded their Bronze Chief Scout Award, with a further Beaver
who may be able to complete in the next couple of months.
We have also been working on a special Jubilee badge which has seen us Plant a
tree, with huge thanks to Phil, Mary and Kevin, and decorate
beacon cupcakes and traditional party and outdoor games
Beacon Cupcakes
Monday evenings
We have covered a lot of badges and have
recently cover the Space Activity badge,
where we held balloon rocket races, made
pipette rockets and looked at the constellations. Other Activity badges
we have worked on as a group include Builder, Cook, Creative, book
reader and Emergency Aid.
As a group we have planted a tree for the Jubilee, with the District
Beaver Leader.
We have also welcomed our local PCSO’s who came and visited us in
May.
The Young people also collected hundreds of Crisp packets for the
walkers recycling project where the packets are broken down and
reused for things like outdoor furniture.
Finally, Debbie and I would like to thank Tracey who has joined our
team this year and our young leaders, Niamh, Darcy as well as Harri
who has given us an extra pair of hands while completing his D of E
Award. With everyone working together, every evening and event is a pleasure.

Debbie & Clare
Group Beaver Leaders
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Cubs Report
Wow! What a scouting year it has been. It has been fantastic to have had so much more
face to face time with our young people following the COVID
pandemic and they have all achieved so much. Since
starting back in September we have worked on completing
or towards 20 badges including pioneering, environmental
conservation, global issues, communication, personal
safety and fire safety. That’s 520 badges combined! We are
so pleased that our Cub section has also continued to grow
and flourish over the year, now consisting of 26 Cubs with
an ever-growing waiting list. We are also very pleased that
during this Cub
scouting year we
have been able to
award 2 Silver awards to Felicia Brown and
Chloe Norley. Well done!!
This year has been a
great one for our Cubs, kicking off
in true scouting style
with an overnight camp at
Brockmead
in
October. We were so
pleased with the Cub
turn out and the
engagement
and
participation all Cubs showed during their stay. They took
part in so many activities from low ropes to zip wire to
rocket launches, all of course finished off with a traditional
campfire with smores and songs. This stay also helped
Cubs work towards their nights away badges.
Cubs have also had the fantastic
opportunity to go on many badge related activities outside of HQ including
a nature walk along the cycle track towards the environmental
conservation badge and a recent visit to the local fire station when working
on our fire safety badge. The behaviour of the Cubs while at the fire station
was exemplary and they all did us leaders proud, especially when asking
loads of fantastic questions and getting involved in activities! They were
able to look at specialist equipment, the trucks, meet the team and try on
the gear. Many of the Cubs commented on the surprising weight of the
clothing and loved role playing as fire fighters. We even witnessed a real
call out drill during our visit as the fire fighters we were with got called to a

kitchen fire. The Cubs were fascinated by their speed and execution getting off site.
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The Cubs work incredibly hard each week completing and getting involved
in a great range of activities from practicing sign language in our
communicators badge,
practicing different types of
knots and lashings in
pioneering and lots of cooking
and work on healthy eating
when working on our chef
badge cooking burgers and
making pancakes.
The Cubs were also
challenged to complete their personal challenge badge this year and
the number of Cubs who achieved this was incredible. All Cubs were
set the task of creating a challenge that was specific to them that they
believed they could achieve in 6 weeks. Examples created included
achieving the home help badge, feeding and looking after a pet, reading a number of books and making figures for
friends at school.
Along with the many activities and badges completed, the Cubs were also able to participate in a sleepover at HQ in
March where the Cubs could work on their nights away, teamwork, chef and artist badges. During the sleepover the
Cubs were teamed up and decorated party hats, glasses, their drinking cup and tablecloth ready for their evening
meal. They also were given a budget of £5 to plan a dessert to make in their group for their dessert in the evening.
After writing their shopping lists, the Cubs in their group with their designated leader walked to ASDA to purchase
their ingredients to then return to HQ to start cooking.
The afternoon was filled with fun as Cubs planned and made props towards
their entertainer’s badge with each group performing a puppet show. We
finished off the evening with smores (again) at a campfire, singing and
dancing and a movie with popcorn. The Cubs did really well with it being the
first overnight stay for a few years for many. We were so proud of them all!
This year we were also very pleased to have
been able to participate in the St George’s Day
Parade to Redcliffe Church. The Cubs who took
part in this event were excellent and Emelia lead the section perfectly carrying the Cub
flag for the entirety of the March.
The Cubs along with Beavers and
Scouts recently enjoyed a fab day
at Brean going on a walk (up many
steep steps!) and enjoying games
and fun on the beach all afternoon.
We were so lucky to have had the
brilliant weather we did and we
packed a fair bit into just one day.
The walk consisted of an uphill climb of about 200 steps but it
was well worth the view from the top. The afternoon games
included boules, Cubs Ski, fun with buckets and spades,
football and frisbees. Some Cubs even found a few ghost shrimp in the sand! It was a fabulous day and we look
forward to being able to run more trips like this in the next scouting year.
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Of course, none of this would have been possible without our Cub Section Leader
Angela. As a section we owe a lot of thanks to Angela for all of her dedication and
hard work to make sure that a return to Cubs
has been jam packed with activities and trips,
ensuring that Cubs have had as many
opportunities as possible to complete badge
work and have so many incredible
experiences, including visits from Alan and
Rose helping the Cubs make rope.
Thank you as well to our Young Leader Dylan
who has been beyond helpful during this
scouting year supporting the leaders
and Cubs in so many ways. His
help on overnight stays and
weekly sessions have helped
make some activities possible.
Thank you also to Sean for all his
help this year.
Thanks also needs to go to
Jemma our GSL for her tireless
effort and commitment to the
82nd, organising and planning so
many fantastic joint nights,
celebrations and trips such as Brean. Thank you, Jemma, for all you do
to make Scouting at the 82nd the success that it is!
A final thank you needs to go to you all as the parents/guardians of our fabulous
Cubs, for without our Cubs and your continued support and commitment to us as
a section, we would not be able to do the job we do and enjoy it as much as we
do. Thank you, all Cubs, we look forward to another brilliant scouting year and
wish all of our Cubs transitioning into Scouts the very best of luck.

Angela Williams

Jessica Starling

Group Cub Leader

Assistant Group Cub Leader

Scout Report
Another fun filled year at the 82nd. We’ve worked on various badges including personal challenge, hobbies,
athletics, first aid, craft and fire safety. All 20 members of our troop have also worked on badges in their own time:
from model making to physical recreation. As things slowly got back to normal we were able to work on a number
of badges that took a back seat last year; being able to camp again helped the Scouts work towards their outdoor
and adventure challenge awards as well as gaining more nights away.
The start of the Scouting year saw 8 Scouts complete their expedition (after being rescheduled three times) and
therefore earn their Chief Scout Gold Award before they outgrew the Scout section. Three members are still at the
group – well done Darcey, Harri and Archie.
This year during our section meetings our programme has included a science evening, an international cooking
challenge and an animation evening which involved Scouts creating a storyboard and completing a short animated
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film/clip. The Scouts have also been to some activities out of the hut such as Freedog, laser quest and a visit to the
fire station to complete their Fire Safety badge.
A first, and highly rated, activity we took part in this year was indoor caving –
a tunnel system created using any equipment that we could find in the hut.
The Scouts were allowed to bring a torch and set challenges during the night
to explore the indoor tunnels. The Scouts also took part in a Casino night and
messy games evening – which are always a big hit!
In April, 18 Scouts joined us for our first survival camp in 2 years – thankfully
being out of practice for 2 years didn’t affect anyone too much and they all
survived. All attendees worked towards their survival badge and we’re so
proud of all of them for never shying
away from a challenge. This was also
an assessed camp for our Assistant Scout Leader meaning he is now a
Nights Away Permit Holder and this increases the opportunity to plan many
more exciting camps – Congratulations Sam!
Most recently the Scouts have completed pioneering activities, tried on
uniforms and tested out the equipment in the patrol cars on a police visit,
cooked up some Scones as a Platinum Jubilee celebration and taken part in
an incident hike around Chew Magna.
We’re looking forward to Summer Camp and planning an exciting year next
year!
It’s been another amazing year at the 82nd and none of this would be
possible without the lovely team we have supporting our Scouts and
Leaders. My first thank you goes to our GSL Jemma who is always a
text/phone call away when I have a query; even the small, less
important ones. Jemma does a lot of planning and organising behind
the scenes for all three sections to make
our group events possible – it doesn’t go
unnoticed and is very much appreciated.
The same goes for our Chairman, Steve,
who exceeds his role on all levels – doing
much more than a Chairman should. Lots
of paperwork, emails and organising from
Steve help the section to run smoothly
week by week and the Scout group has benefited for many years due to this.
Next on the thank you list are Angela and Jess – thank you both for always being my first
point of call in an emergency or if we need an extra pair of hands with Scouts; you’ve
come to our rescue a number of times and it’s very much appreciated.
A huge thank you to our Scout section assistant Luke for all your help planning and
setting up this year. Thanks for bringing different ideas to the programme to keep it
exciting and fresh.
My final and biggest leader thank you goes to our Assistant Scout Leader Sam. Thank you for all of your support
this year with planning, organising and running Scouts. I wouldn’t have been able to do it without you being brutally
honest with me about certain ideas and doubts. Thanks for having so many creative ideas to help make the Scout
programme so fun and diverse for the Children and thank you for giving up your time away from your Family every
week and on weekends for Scouting.
Scouts, thank you for sticking with us during COVID and for making scouting so much easier for your leadership
team – your enthusiasm, individual personalities and politeness remind us why we love volunteering at the group
on a weekly basis! Keep being the amazing Children that you are and here’s to another successful year of
Scouting!

Millie Talbott
Group Scout Leader
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